
Ideas and Tips

For the Summer
Below are several ideas for keeping your child involved in reading and writing this summer. 
Also, see inside for some solutions for helping a child who is struggling.

1. Find a book that intrigues your child and establish a family reading time this summer.  
Buy more than one copy of the book and take turns reading aloud.

 • Discuss the characters—their personalities, their actions, their reactions, etc. 
Ask your child if they know anyone with similar traits. 
Ask your child if they know anyone who is different from the character.

 • After reading one chapter, verbally summarize the main events.  
Do this together.

 • Outline a chapter’s main events and/or the main events of the  
entire book.

 • Ask your child to predict what will happen next in the story.

 • Draw conclusions. Ask your child why they believe the character 
did certain things.

 • Ask your child to compare/contrast himself or herself with a 
character in the book.

 • Ask your child to explain how a character could have reacted differently.

2.  Have your child write different types of sentences using the vocabulary words given this year. 
Write compound and complex sentences. Write sentences that begin or end with a participial 
phrase.

3. Have your child journal some of the special activities (s)he experiences this summer. Require 
sensory detail and show technique.

4. Read about current events in magazines such as Time for Kids and Junior Scholastic. Outline 
the main points of an article.

5. Write descriptive paragraphs that include sensory detail, show technique, and sentence 
variation. Pick a fun topic such as swimming or snow cones.

6. Fifth graders and up can plan a thesis and three supportive points for a given topic such as: 
The need for free time.

7.  Fifth graders and up can support the assertion by implementing the three-step quoting 
method:  1) Introduce the quote.  2) Quote.  3) Comment on the quote.

8. Fifth graders and up can practice writing an introductory paragraph for the 
thesis by using the formula they were taught at Beyond Academics.

8. Fifth graders and up can practice writing a conclusion paragraph for the 
thesis by using the formula they were taught at Beyond Academics.

9. Attend summer writing camp at Beyond Academics.
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Remember:
◆ There is no magical cure for any writing struggle, it takes practice, practice, and more practice.

And...

◆ To be a good writer, one must be a good thinker. Any activity wherein a student analyzes details, draws 
conclusions, and finds solutions contributes to the ability to write well.

I. Common struggles:

 A. Awkward wording

 B. Dull writing—writing lacks quality detail and sentence variation

II. Awkward writing

 A. There are several reasons why awkward wording occurs.

  1. Missing words —Sometimes students accidentally leave words out of their sentences.

  2. Words do not conform to the “standard usage.” 
   The particular way that words and phrases are used does not always depend on a rule. 

Sometimes, the proper way to word something is based on the way it is commonly stated—
the standard usage. For example, prepositions are a true culprit. There is often no rule as 
to which preposition to choose; our choice must depend on the way a phrase is commonly 
stated.

    Not Common: The plane flies for the island. 
    Common/Standard: The plane flies to the island. 

  3. A grammatical rule has been broken, making the sentence awkward.

 B. Solutions for awkward wording

  1. Students must read all written work aloud. Students often hear their errors when they read 
the work aloud rather than in their minds. When students read silently, they sometimes let 
their minds fill in the words that are missing instead of seeing the words that are actually 
there.

  2. To learn the way that words are commonly used or how phrases are standardly written, 
students need to read books and articles aloud to an adult on a consistent basis— a little every 
day is the best. Ideally, both the child and the adult have a copy of the book or article. The 
parent and child take turns reading aloud. Afterwards, they discuss the chapter’s main events 
or the article’s main points. After the child demonstrates that (s)he understands the main 
points, have her/him use some of the article’s vocabulary to restate the main ideas in complete 
sentences.

   Another exercise to beat awkward wording is to have the child read one sentence aloud several 
times. Then, the adult writes the main words of the sentence on binder paper. The child then 
tries to rewrite the sentence, using the main words and adding those that are missing. Lastly, 
compare the child’s sentence to the article’s sentence.

Student Struggles & Summer Solutions
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  3. To avoid grammatical errors that cause awkward wording, remember the following:

   Most often, the subject of a sentence should be written before the sentence’s verb.  
Write the subject first, then the verb.

   Every word or phrase that describes a noun must be placed close to the noun it describes.
   Poorly Written: Sitting on the plate, I saw a fly. (The phrase “sitting on the plate” is close to the 

noun I; therefore, it sounds as if the person is sitting on the plate rather than the fly.)
   Correctly Written: I saw a fly sitting on the plate. 

General Rule:
If a sentence sounds a bit awkward and you don’t know why, write the sentence an entirely different way.

III. Dull writing:

 A. If a paragraph lacks quality detail or sentence variation, the writing will be dull. To know what 
details to write about, divide the paragraph’s topic into at least three components. For example, if 
the paragraph describes pizza, the student can divide the topic into the following components:

  I. Scrumptious pizza
   A. Golden crust
   B. Tangy sauce
   C. Delicious toppings

  Or, the topic could be divided the following way:

  I. Scrumptious 
   A. Mouth-watering pizza
   B. Tangy and rich flavors
   C. Soft and crunchy texture
  Now you know what details to describe. Next... 

 B. Use sensory detail to describe each component. Sensory detail = detail concerning the five 
senses —the way it looks, smells, feels, tastes, and what sounds are heard because of it.

  Example: When people inhale its mouth-watering scent, they groan with hunger.
  Now you know to use sensory detail when describing each component. Then...

 C. Include the “show technique.” While describing each component with sensory detail, describe 
how people react to it. Instead of telling the emotion felt (happy, hungry, sad, etc.), describe the 
actions that show this emotion. (smile, stomach growls, tears fill eyes, etc.)

  Example: 
When the tangy, rich flavors reach our taste buds, a smile stretches across each face. 
When the tangy, rich flavors reach our taste buds, we are happy.

  So, you’ve got the scoop on what to describe and how to describe it. But there’s more...

 D. Sentence Variation: Write each sentence a different way. 
  Your students have been taught how to write different types of sentences this year:
    • Complex sentences
    • Compound sentences
    • Sentences that end with a participial phrase (3rd grade and up)
    • Sentences that begin with a participial phrase (5th grade and up)

tell

show
technique
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  1. Complex sentences are a combination of a fragment (dependent clause) and a complete 
thought (independent clause). 

   Example: When we inhale the scent, our mouths water.
    dependent clause independent clause

    The fragment begins with a subordinating conjunction.

Subordinating Conjunctions that tell time:
 As When While
 Before After Until
Subordinating Conjunctions that give cause and effect:
 Since Because If
Subordinating Conjunctions that give contrast:
 Although Whereas While

2. Compound sentences are sentences that have two complete thoughts (independent clauses). They are 
joined with a comma and a coordinating conjunction or by a semicolon.

 Example: We inhale the aroma, and we groan with eagerness.

 Coordinating Conjunctions:   and    but    or    nor    for   yet   so

3. Participial phrases — There is more than one type of participial phrase, but we taught the type that 
will add sentence variation...

 The participial phrase is a fragment that begins with an -ing or -ed verb.  Students are first taught 
to attach this phrase to the end of a simple sentence. Students begin with the -ing verbs causing or 
making. 

 Example: The school bell rang, causing the students to cheer.

 Older students are taught how to begin a sentence with a participial phrase, but this is tricky to 
do.  Remember: the first noun after the participial phrase is the noun doing the action within the 
participial phrase.

 Correct: Inhaling the sweet scent, I dashed to the kitchen.
  Here, a person is inhaling the scent.

 Incorrect: Inhaling the sweet scent, the kitchen was my target.
  Here, the kitchen is smelling something.

 Warning: Not all sentences are meant to have a participial phrase.  If it sounds awkward with the 
participial phrase, don’t use it.

Have a wonderful summer with your child!

Sincerely, 
The Beyond Academics Staff
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